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The 1880s was a prosperous decade in Queensland, and shearers and other rural 
workers’ wages and working conditions improved. This bubble burst, however, in 
1890 with bankruptcies, collapsing banks and depression. Demand and prices for 
wool fell, graziers offered lower wages, the Shearers’ Union refused, and one of 
Australia’s most famous strikes began. Historians Raymond Evans and Ross 
Fitzgerald describe Queensland as being at ‘the brink of civil war’, with 3000 police, 
soldiers and militiamen facing 10 000 armed, striking bush-workers. Barcaldine, 
strategically located at the end of the railway, was the focus.1 
 
Wild rumours circulated, including that armed unionists proposed seceding from 
Queensland to form the Republic of Central Queensland, and ‘arch-conspirator’ 
William Lane’s plot to ‘plunge the whole of Australia into civil war’ had only just 
been avoided. Premier Samuel Griffith dispatched police, special constables and 
military personnel who suppressed the strike and arrested the ringleaders.2 This paper 
looks at a little-known, indirect outcome, the Alice River Commune. 
 

Formation of Queensland’s First Commune3 
 
As the Shearers’ Strike collapsed in June 1891, 72 men decided to abandon shearing − 
and capitalism. They camped on the west bank of the Alice River near its junction 
with Cedar Creek, about five kilometres southeast of Barcaldine; pooled resources; 
and agreed to work together, sharing everything, as a commune which they formally 
established on 19 June. The local newspaper, Western Champion, donated £10, and 
agreed to pass along other donations. William Lane, Australia’s best-known promoter 
of communes, visited and encouraged them. Lane was well-known for his fiery 
writings about the evils of capitalism in a range of newspapers which included 
writings from other radicals such as Karl Marx, Henry George and Catherine Spence, 
and described American communes such as Amana and Oneida.4 
 
Newspapers reported these communards were building ‘slab houses for stores, 
bakehouses, and living places, [and] judging by the class of men and the quality of 
their work there is a great probability they may succeed’. They cleared the dense 
scrub and, incorrectly, believed that crops would ‘grow without irrigation in ordinary 
weather’. Thomas Pennington aged 33, who claimed to have considerable experience 
in farming and fruit growing, from ‘all over the world’ became Director of Work, 
although Thomas Evans also aged 30, was reputedly ‘the brainy man in the 
inception’.5 
 
Pennington and Evans met Land Commissioner Mark Borton, announcing they 
planned a market garden, and would expand to include dairying, fruit trees, and 
grapes for wine production. Only a week after starting the commune, Borton reported 
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‘great progress has been made. Rough slab huts have been erected, about half an acre 
put under cultivation, and about two acres in process of clearing’.6 Reporters flocked 
to observe this experiment and found members ‘working hard, preparing for 
permanent residence’ by building a ‘commodious library and reading-room’. Their 
soil was erroneously described as ‘rich sandy loam … enriched by … the decayed 
vegetable matter deposited for centuries’. Lands Department maps incorrectly 
classified this site as ‘suitable for agriculture’.7 
 
Legislation did not allow communal groups to acquire land, but Queensland Premier, 
Griffith, enacted changes to allow them, as a Trust, to acquire an Occupation 
Licence.8 Members formally called themselves The Pioneer Co-operative Society of 
Barcaldine, but most people called them the Alice River Commune, or Co-operative 
Settlement.9 Their rules were said to be based on those William Lane had created for 
New Australia.10 
 
 Early Days (1891−2) 
  
The Queenslander applauded former strikers who decided ‘to turn their backs upon 
discontent and attempt to realise in good earnest the fruits of honest labour’, and 
predicted success as long as ‘the spirit animating the men does not die out’. Another 
newspaper praised the commune, comparing it to North American communes such as 
Sinaloa, Harmony, Zoar, Bethel, Amana, Icaria and Oneida.11 
 
Members,12 aged between 17 and 63, of ‘various trades and nationalities’, pledged to 
pool all resources to establish a commune, and then work and live in harmony. 
Twenty-three came from England, ten from Ireland, nine from Victoria, four from 
Queensland, New South Wales and Scotland, two from South Australia and one from 
Denmark and Wales.13 Their trades were: 32 labourers, six farmers, four gardeners, 
carpenters and ploughmen, three cooks and shearers, two butchers, and one baker, 
blacksmith, cordial-maker, engine-driver, fireman, harness-maker, miner, sawyer, 
shoe-maker, stockman and tailor.14 
 
Jim Syme established a library, Treasurer Thomas Evans and John Gilson sought 
financial support, while Thomas Pennington organised vegetable seeds, fruit trees and 
grape vines, and wrote to Premier Griffith, seeking financial support. 15  Twelve 
members left as paid work became available, reducing numbers to 60 by mid-July.16 
By then, they had two wells, pig-stys, a dairy and chicken-house, a fenced garden, 
kitchen and a communal sleeping area 14m by 3.4m. Their spacious dining room was 
rectangular, ‘open at the sides, with a roof covered with box bark. There are two 
tables, with fixed seats, running the entire length of the building.’ 17 Their ‘stone 
buildings with thickly-thatched roofs’ were said to be cooler than any other buildings 
in the district. Members were reportedly ‘sanguine of success’. 18  One supporter 
vehemently claimed Alice River proved that under Socialism ‘co-operation is not a 
myth but a reality’, in spite of ‘capitalistic, bloodsucking parasites … living in riot, 
luxury and debauchery’.19 
 
In August, surveyor Jacques Desgrand found 30 men working at the commune, the 
rest shearing sheep and building fences on nearby properties – with the understanding 
that all earnings would go into their communal fund.20 Having groups of men go off 
to earn money for the common fund was a deliberate policy in the early days at Alice 
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River, as it was later at other Queensland communes.21 Spirits were high; ‘one young 
fellow playing the flageolet provided plenty of dance music for several couples of 
masculine dancers who were waltzing on the smooth clay’.22 
 
Two weeks later, another reporter claimed, ‘the eyes of all Australia may be said to be 
upon the Alice River settlers, and the question whether the commune will continue or 
burst [sic] up is freely discussed’. He hoped it ‘will be a large success, and be the 
means of inducing hundreds of others to form such communities’ 23  Within 
Parliament, John Hoolan (MLA) asserted that if Alice River succeeded ‘there was no 
reason why other co-operative settlements should not do equally well.’ To this, 
Premier Griffith wisely responded that success depended ‘almost entirely upon the 
mutual confidence and trust which existed between the men’.24 
 
In September, ‘Professor’ Edward Shelton, Agricultural Advisor, reported 18 men on-
site, being ‘quite a superior class of working men’, with ‘no hard drinkers’ and in 
whom ‘well nigh every mechanical trade and calling is represented … but the number 
… practically acquainted with farming is small’. Thomas Pennington, it seems, had 
exaggerated his farming experience, and soon left when this was realised. In spite of 
having ‘sadly inadequate’ tools and equipment, nothing ‘better shows the earnestness 
of the settlers than the large amount of work accomplished … in twelve weeks’.25 In 
November, most of the 35 members working off-site returned, surrendering pay-
cheques of over £200. This capital provided better tools and more livestock. They 
made their own clothes and boots, operated carpentry and blacksmithing shops, and 
acquired dairy cows.26 
 
Premier Samuel Griffith visited on 17 February 1892, finding 43 members with about 
half earning money off-site. Members sought Griffith’s assurance that their land 
would become the ‘property of the community in perpetuity so that no member, not 
even a majority’ could sell.27 Griffith’s visit was crucial in Queensland’s history of 
utopian communalism. Impressed with Alice River, Griffith developed legislation that 
established 12 communes, with over 2000 souls, over the next two years.28 
 
At Griffith’s instigation, the communards, with John Carroll, Harry Secombe and 
Alfred Atthews as Trustees, applied for an Occupation License over five square miles 
(1300 ha), and this the government granted, providing some security for where they 
were living and farming. And, importantly, the land could not be subdivided or sold.29 
As well, Griffith directed that a small steam pump, surplus to the Railway 
Department, be provided so they could better irrigate orchards, vegetables and crops, 
thereby dramatically increasing production. They reported selling a springcart load of 
vegetables in Barcaldine every day.30 
 
George Watson, a Brisbane surveyor and utopian dreamer, was so impressed by Alice 
River that he proposed to Premier Griffith it be the model for developing communes 
across Queensland.31 With this, Griffith and the Legislative Assembly agreed, and 
acted.32 
 
Alice River commune, with its swimming hole, became popular for Barcaldine 
residents, and their ‘happy little settlement’ became a tourist attraction with 
‘distinguished visitors’ coming to observe ‘pure socialism in embryo’.33 Alice River 
demonstrated ‘what can be done under disadvantageous conditions by a resolute 
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community of hard-working men’.34 Thomas Evans claimed, ‘we are the happiest 
community in Queensland, considering we are all single men’. It is unclear if Evans 
meant they were happy because of, or in spite of, being single men. They amused 
themselves with ‘chess, draughts, whist and cribbage’, but needed a bigger library, 
believing themselves ‘settled here for life’.35 
 
This sanguinity was shaken in November 1892, when members away shearing, and 
whose income was meant to go into communal finances, resigned en-masse, keeping 
the money. This reduced their membership to 19 and was a blow to their self-
confidence and communal finances. 36 One newspaper reminded secessionists they 
had lost a ‘fenced market garden and arable lands, buildings of wood and stone, cattle, 
sheep and draught horses, drays, ploughs, and other agricultural implements, a 
vineyard of well-grown grape vines, fruit trees, a fenced paddock of four square miles 
close to the town and an account at the Queensland National Bank’.37 
 
It is difficult to know how members felt about there being no women, but one 
observer thought the lack of wives and children was a source of unhappiness, and one 
reason why the shearers had seceded.38 Thomas Evans wrote (presumably tongue-in-
cheek) ‘this is a bachelors’ paradise, but as soon as … assured prospects are at hand, I 
am sure that there will be a few Eves let in, then Paradise will be lost’.39 Another 
cryptically wrote, ‘Sexual relation is not to be subdued to the communistic 
principle’.40 By the end of 1892, membership was a quarter of their initial number 
and, in spite of successes, problems loomed. 
 

Middle Years (1893−1903) 
 

For Queensland, 1893 was a bleak year with devastating floods, collapsing banks, 
failing businesses and skyrocketing unemployment.41 Public opinion slowly turned 
against Alice River, perhaps tainted by the distain afforded the 12 new communes, 
several of which were in strife almost as soon as they began. 42  Alice River 
communards were accused of selfishness because ‘a man may work on the settlement’ 
but if he leaves he goes without ‘any interest or share in profits’.43 Other newspapers, 
without evidence, attacked this ‘communistic settlement’ where ‘not a man in the 
whole community who, having experienced the reality, would ever again enrol 
himself in a co-operative farming settlement.’44 In spite of Agriculture and Lands 
staff condemning their ‘poor, hungry, sandy land that will eat up manure as fast as it 
is applied’, members were milking 26 cows, selling milk, butter, cheese and 
vegetables in nearby Barcaldine, by irrigating crops whenever rain was insufficient.45 
 
In mid-1893, William Lane led his New Australia communards to Paraguay, and 
Alice River’s librarian, James Syme, joined them, causing ill-will by donating an 
inheritance of £400 to New Australia rather than Alice River.46 A year later, Syme 
left New Australia and one newspaper suggested ‘it cost poor old Sime [sic] £346 for 
his experience, and we daresay he is now regretting that he did not invest his money 
with the Alice settlers, and do them and him a good turn’. 47  Syme’s and other 
defections left 11 members.48 
 
Agricultural Advisor Edward Shelton revisited in April 1894, being ‘impressed with 
the valuable work done’. Their soil reflected ‘the fertilising effect of the large 
quantity of manure mixed with it’, and their irrigated market garden ‘should more 
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than pay wages for the whole of the settlers’. 49  Shelton reported members, 
‘comfortable in their present mode of life’ with ‘very comfortable common homes’.50 
 
In late 1894 two more communards resigned, and the trustees, with ‘a substantial 
credit balance at the bank’ gave each £20. One departing member said, ‘the 
experiment had been successful’ and ‘members could make a comfortable living’, but 
at his young age he wanted more. Ten members remained, one having joined as two 
left.51 
 
In 1895, as the 12 government-supported communes faced serious problems and 
collapse, the press reverted to praising Alice River. One Rockhampton newspaper 
extolled their ‘energy and persistence’ in overcoming problems and offering a range 
of produce. The commune was so prosperous that all members took two weeks paid 
holidays over the 1894-5 Christmas period. 52 They produced fruit and vegetables 
beyond Barcaldine’s needs, so regularly sent produce by train to Rockhampton. 
Another newspaper praised their ‘united, resolute, industrious and persevering’ 
nature, in contrast to the idleness it perceived within other communes.53 While some 
reporters condemned their male-only membership, others saw this as key to their 
prosperity with ‘no women or children to provide for’.54 
 
In 1896, their gardens prospered with gigantic vegetables and grapes of 
‘Brobdingnagian proportions’. 55  They had a ‘comfortable homestead’, a vineyard 
with over 20 grape varieties, worth over £1000, extensive orchards and improvements 
valued at £3500, and were ‘well respected by our neighbours’. Members had a roster 
for cooking, and to settle ‘the vexed question as to who will do the washing up’.56 
One reporter who spent some time there observed members ‘working each at the 
particular branch of industry allotted him by mutual arrangement’. Their vineyard was 
‘a model of neatness as well as luxuriance, reflecting great credit upon the vignerons 
who have been entirely self-taught’. They produced and sold oranges, peaches, 
apricots, plums, figs and mulberries, plus vegetables, butter, honey, maize and hay. 
‘Just as the cook’s bell was ringing for supper’, a cart was being loaded with 
vegetables for Barcaldine, including ‘carrots and turnips of truly phenomenal size, 
beetroot, cabbage, and bundles of herbs’. They produced ‘the finest bacon ever sold in 
the district’ and described their work as ‘pleasure, for it is working for themselves, 
and developing a property in which all share’. This reporter praised their ‘cosy 
kitchen in winter’ and ‘airy living rooms in summer’ where ideas are discussed, ‘new 
projects mooted, and rich stores of wisdom gathered from the books eagerly read and 
intelligently digested’. Alice River, he concluded, demonstrated ‘co-operative 
settlement is not a failure’.57 
 
Another reporter, in 1897, criticised the commune as an ‘Eveless Eden’ which ‘robs 
the experiment of all value as an indication of the possibilities of socialist settlement’, 
but just why he thought a single-sex commune was a failure is unclear.58 Hydrologist 
John Henderson visited that year and was impressed by the ‘excellent work by these 
industrious and persevering men’ but, observing their steam pump was incapable of 
irrigating all their crops, nor did they have sufficient water, he approved government 
support of £1500 for an artesian bore.59 This bore was crucial to why the commune 
was so little affected by the so-called Great Drought which gripped the area from 
about 1898 until 1903. 
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Even though membership had fallen to eight, Alice River remained a popular 
destination for parliamentarians and reporters trying to understand why this commune 
prospered while the other 12 had collapsed. Premier Thomas Byrnes visited in May 
1898, and was ‘much impressed with the amount of work that had been done’ but, 
when members discussed gaining more security than an Occupation Licence, Byrnes, 
disdainful for their communal ideals and structure, suggested they become a joint 
stock company.60 This advice they vehemently rejected − but five years later adopted. 
 
Peter McLean, Undersecretary for Agriculture, was curious about their successful 
fruit-growing, but when visiting in 1899, he was ‘ludicrously surprised when 
punctually at 5 o’clock the men knocked off work and went home’. He asked when 
they started work and, when told 8 o’clock, he ‘seemed to consider it a joke’. When 
he was farming, he bragged, he worked from dawn to dusk. After serving McLean a 
cup of tea, with their ‘celebrated cumquat preserve’, the bemused bureaucrat left.61 
Even though producing more than they could sell, McLean condemned them for 
devoting time to leisure and cultural pursuits rather than hard toil. 
 
As the twentieth century dawned, a Barcaldine regional fete was held at the 
commune, where townsfolk enjoyed ‘a jolly time … in rifle and cricket matches, 
jumping contests, goat races, and grape-eating contests.’ A reporter wrote ‘Alice 
River Settlement furnishes illustration of what can be done in the way of fruit and 
vegetable production in the district by means of water and labour’. The same 
newspaper reported the excellent quality of their six-ton grape harvest.62 One cabbage 
weighed over eight kilograms, enough to feed ‘four large families and was splendid 
eating’. As well as supplying Barcaldine, they shipped fruit and vegetables to places 
such as Longreach, Aramac and Rockhampton.63 They were praised for developing 
‘new wealth-producing’ crops and, by ‘perseverance, energy, and dogged 
determination’, they had ‘revolutionised agriculture in arid Australia’. One visitor 
described with delight their cauliflowers, cabbages, grains, melons, oranges, 
mulberries, grapes, wine and honey, and said the communards ‘make visitors very 
welcome’.64 
 
When the Commonwealth of Australia formed in 1901, these communards led 
regional celebrations. For the strikers in 1891, moving past colonial status had been 
an aspiration so, a decade later, they celebrated with glee. An important consideration 
was their assumption that the power of squatters would be diluted in the new 
Commonwealth, with the power of labour enhanced.65 
 
At the 1902 Rockhampton Show, ‘one of the best farming exhibits … was the 
collection of vegetables from the Alice River settlement’. A local bank manager 
praised the commune as ‘a lesson in what could be done by irrigation’, and called it a 
model of efficient, modern agriculture that could revolutionise Queensland’s dry 
country, while a politician urged the government to establish more communal farms.66 
 
Nevertheless, membership dropped to seven, and they often had insufficient labour, 
but refused to hire casual workers because that would make them employers, a status 
they religiously eschewed. 67  They usually rotated roles with two gardening, two 
managing livestock, one carting produce and supplies, one tending orchards, and the 
seventh cooking and house-keeping. Decisions were made by consensus or simple 
majority, and all money collectively held. One observer, noting their middle-aged, 
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single status wondered how long the commune could last. 68  Another reporter, 
pointing out their unmarried status, claimed that women were banned but there is no 
evidence for this misogynous assertion. Women regularly came but did not stay.69 
One communard, Thomas McKervey, died from a heart attack in September 1902, 
thereby reducing numbers to six.70 
 
In spite of declining numbers, important visitors, including Queensland’s Governor, 
Sir Herbert Charles Chermside, continued coming to observe this communal success 
story.71 On 19 June 1903, Thomas Evans spoke at their evening meal. He reminded 
fellow communards that this was their twelfth anniversary, and while ‘our great 
expectations’ have ‘not been realised’, nevertheless ‘as a community … we are far 
better off than we might have been’. They had never been hungry or needy, and were 
financially successful.  Evans admitted, ‘we have had angry words and quarrelled … 
as brothers … but the quarrel was not remembered the next day’.72 
 

Declining Years (1904−7) 
 
But not all was well in utopia, with garden production declining and their best vines 
withering. When Edward Rainford, viticulturist, investigated he found their vineyard 
in a ‘languishing condition’ needing replanting, suspecting the problem was poor soil. 
The problem was probably salinity due to excessive irrigation, a condition little 
understood then. Another expert found ‘white ants attacking their orange trees and 
grape vines’, but knew not why.73 
 
After endless discussions and advice, the remaining communards,74 in seeking a way 
to reorganise ownership, finally took up the suggestion of Premier Thomas Byrnes 
from 1898, and applied to become a ‘Limited Liability Company’. This was granted 
on 24 March 1904, with a capital of £2996, and with members holding equal shares.75 
Their formal name became Barcaldine Irrigation, Farming and Grazing Company 
Limited, although everyone still referred to them as the Alice River Commune, or 
Settlement.76 They had two hectares each of citrus and of peaches, four hectares of 
vegetables, and 25 hectares under crops such as oats. They owned 15 horses, 24 
cattle, 200 sheep and 15 pigs. Their company was granted a 30-year lease over the 
land, at one penny per acre rental.77 
 
One newspaper, in an article provocatively titled ‘A Socialist Failure’, claimed this 
changed legal title marked ‘the end of an experiment in pure socialism’, because 
members ‘simply could not stand everything in common’. The author asserted, ‘the 
settlement has not failed as a settlement, but it has broken down completely as a 
socialistic settlement’. The problem was not ‘the climate, or the difficulties of 
agriculture, but simply socialism’. 78  Other conservative newspapers cited Alice 
River’s reorganisation as evidence that Socialism could never work anywhere, 
anytime.79 
 
The commune had not collapsed, of course, but its changed ownership system 
foreshadowed other changes. Members still had equal ownership and power, and 
expected to do equal work and receive equal income. In the past, however, if a 
member left he could claim no capital, but now each man owned shares that could be 
traded.80 
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After adopting company title, dramatic changes slowly followed. Firstly, in January 
1905, two original communards, James Harrison (51) and Charles Fakley (38), sold 
their shares to Charles Chapman and George Thorley, ‘both strapping young fellows 
with a lucrative business in store for them’. The local newspaper saw this as 
regeneration, with older members being replaced by ‘energetic young fellows’. 81 
Secondly, because fruit and vegetable production declined, in February 1905 they 
mortgaged their land for £300, using the money to expand their flock of sheep. This 
debt they could not repay. 82  In June 1905, one of the new members, Charles 
Chapman, married Maggie Clarke and brought her into the commune.83 Her inclusion 
was claimed to have been the beginning of the end. ‘It was a Garden of Eden until … 
a woman appeared on the scene’.84 There is no evidence she played a negative role in 
the commune although her presence would have changed the social dynamics. Later 
that year, communard John Plunkett (45), ‘in failing health’, sold to Charles 
Williams.85 
 
In spite of deteriorating soil, they displayed winning fruit and vegetables at the 1906 
Rockhampton and Barcaldine Shows, penned 1300 sheep for shearing, and played a 
crucial role in larger community affairs. They were, however, finding it ever harder to 
grow fruit and vegetables, and dispose of them profitably, so expanded grazing onto 
ever-poorer land.86 
 
Unfortunately, the new, younger members, Charles Chapman, George Thorley and 
Charles Williams did not fit in with the ageing, founding members, Alfred Atthews 
(49), Ben Quantrill (43) and Thomas Evans (46). Soil deterioration, debt, 
individualism and reduced ‘communal spirit’ also dogged them. After heated 
meetings, in June 1907 they agreed to sell their property rights for £1200 to Esau 
Searle and Patrick Connellan.87 They sold their sheep for £1000, and other stock and 
equipment as best they could. After paying debts, each member had about £500, a 
considerable sum, more than ‘their former mates are likely to have saved out of their 
earnings during the years since they left the settlement’. 88 Alice River commune 
ended mid-1907. 
 

Post-Commune 
 

The investors in what they called ‘Sherwood’ planned to intensively produce fruit and 
cotton using bore and river water, as well as raise sheep for wool and meat, using 
hired labour. 89 These plans did not work out, the property changed hands several 
times until 1914 when William Colman purchased the lease for £2500. In 1915, the 
government resumed parts of the lease. Colman ran cattle on the remainder, and 
leased the communal buildings area to ‘a Chinese Gardener’ for 15-shillings per 
week.90 
 
Of the three original communards, Alfred Atthews (52) died in suspicious 
circumstances (drowned in a well) in 1910, his money having disappeared. Charles 
Chapman, one of the newer communards, was suspected of murder but never charged. 
Three years later, Thomas Evans (52), having lost his money in a failed Gympie 
goldmine investment, ‘had carried his swag over the lonely roads’ then died after 
falling into a camp-fire ‘penniless and without a friend. Vale poor Tom’. Ben 
Quantrill remained in the area a few years, then returned to England where he married 
Nellie Henham in 1931, then died, aged 77, in 1941. Thomas Pennington, a co-
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founder who had left within the first year, became an important businessman in the 
Longreach district and died in 1948.91 
 

Summary and Conclusion 
 

Alice River was Queensland’s first commune and a model for another 12 communes, 
with over 2000 members. While these 12 government-sponsored communes collapsed 
within two years, Alice River thrived for 16 years and, when it closed, members were 
reasonably prosperous. They served as a model of successful agriculture in the arid 
west, particularly through the Great Drought of 1898-1903, because of irrigation. In 
fact this drought probably helped the Alice River communards whose competing 
suppliers of fruit and vegetables, without irrigation, would have been severely 
disadvantaged. Some observers regarded having a male-only membership as a 
problem, while others saw this as an asset. Interestingly, they were never accused of 
homosexuality. Alice River remains one of Australia’s most successful single-sex, 
secular communes.92 Changing their legal structure was a crucial, but not the only 
factor in the commune’s demise. 
 
Today, the ground is littered with artefacts. The communal buildings are still 
identifiable by timber remnants, the rest having been either burnt or removed. Their 
stone dairy was destroyed in the 1930s when an experimental date palm plantation 
was attempted. Barcaldine Regional Council owns the site which has recently been 
identified as being of ‘State, regional and local significance’ as an example of ‘the 
social experimentation of communal living’ and is proposed to be nominated to the 
Queensland Heritage Register, but this has yet to happen.93 
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